Abstract: This paper investigates the regulatory rules of market transparency which could be applied within the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control in the Web-of-Cells (WoC) decentralized power control architecture, which has been developed in the ELECTRA Project to respond the challenges and needs of the future power system (2030+). In this decentralized functional architecture for frequency and voltage control, the European Union (EU) power grid is divided into grid control areas, i.e., cells, which are defined as portions of the grid having adequate monitoring infrastructure and local reserves capacity, allowing voltage and balancing (frequency) problems to be solved at cell level, under the responsibility of a Cell System Operator (CSO) (present Distribution System Operator (DSO)/Transmission System Operator (TSO)). In order to foster the practical realization of the WoC-based architecture, the related wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control are proposed considering the competitive market principles, including transparency. The critical review of the existing EU regulations dealing with this issue suggests respecting the valid provisions on market transparency while tailoring them into the WoC-based architecture. Moreover, in order to take into account the WoC peculiarities, a set of integrations to the current regulatory rules is also proposed, addressing: (1) disclosure of information in respect to attributes of emerging technologies such as renewable energy sources (RES), distributed energy resources (DER), storage; (2) provision of generation and load forecast information; (3) process of procurement of flexibilities; (4) retail market transparency; (5) disclosure of privacy-sensitive household attributes; and (6) disclosure of information on market for frequency and voltage control.
Introduction

Motivation, Focus and Aim of Research
With the growing share of renewable energy sources (RES) penetration in the power grid at all voltage levels, the increasing electrical load due to the electrification of heating and transport, and the active involvement of flexibility resources at distribution level, a number of issues related to reverse power flows, local congestion and voltage problems may arise. In this scenario, the future frequency and voltage control can no longer be effectively managed in a central manner under the responsibility of Transmission System Operators (TSOs). Instead, a radically new approach is required with innovative monitoring systems based on a fully instrumented network, and dynamic autonomous distributed control functions. Indeed, through the current centralised detection and activation paradigm, much detailed local information requires to be collected, aggregated and communicated from all low-voltage and medium-voltage networks to the high voltage TSO to allow it to detect local problems, and establish a secure and optimal reserves activation action using distributed (flexible) resources [1, 2] . Therefore, a real transition towards a new functional decentralized control architecture is needed also in view of the fundamental transformation of the 2030+ power system. To meet these needs, the ELECTRA Integrated Research Program proposed the Web-of-Cell (WoC) concept [3, 4] . In this new functional architecture for frequency and voltage control, the European Union (EU) power grid is divided into grid control cells. In detail, the ELECTRA Cell is a portion of the power grid able to maintain an agreed power exchange at its boundaries by using the internal flexibility of any type available from flexible generators/loads and/or storage systems. The total amount of internal flexibility in each cell shall be at least enough to compensate the cell generation and load uncertainties in normal operation. These cells have adequate monitoring infrastructure and local reserves capacity, which allow voltage and cell-balancing problems to be solved at cell level, based on the main concept of solving local problems locally. The real-time reserves activation and dispatching processes are under the responsibility of the Cell System Operator (CSO) assuming responsibility similar to the former TSO responsibility in its control area.
In such a context, the market model and its design required for the practical realization of the proposed architecture of frequency and voltage control is developed as well. Within the WoC concept, this market is intended as an exchange, i.e., the type of organized marketplace where the CSO and the Balance and Voltage Control Service Providers (BSPs) meet to trade balancing and voltage control products in a voluntary, non-discriminatory and transparent way [5, 6] . From this perspective, in order to correct market failures, market transparency is of high importance for the WoC concept and, therefore, should be addressed at high governmental level.
Based on these premises, the research focuses on concept of market transparency and aims at developing the frameworks for transparency in wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control designed for the WoC concept, while also tailoring them to the European regulatory rules that are currently imposed for market transparency.
Literature Review
Market transparency generally refers to the amount of information regarding market conditions made public on a timely basis [7] . The relevance of market transparency is reasoned by the effects it can provide, which have been widely investigated in the literature. With reference to transparency issues in the electricity market, in [8, 9] , it is argued that timely and transparent availability of market data is necessary for a well-functioning electricity market, and market actors need access to market data for operating more effectively, by also developing appropriate plans and business strategies. Moreover, the access to market data should be allowed also to regulators and administrators with the aim of developing or amending market rules, as well as monitoring the market operation for avoiding potential abuses. Subject to transparency, the differences in available information between dominant and smaller market actors are removed, thus, their trust and confidence in trade as well as decision-making increases [10] . Referring to economic theory, scientists [10] observed that transparency is worth attention when developing efficient and liquid markets, as risk and uncertainty are reduced, information asymmetries are removed, better market monitoring is facilitated, the confidence of consumers and their political representatives is improved and the security of power system is ensured. According to [11] , wholesale transparency promotes both good functioning and competition in the electricity market, by also reflecting positively on the performance of the entire energy sector. Instead, in the absence of transparency, prices can be distorted, and operators holding greater market power enjoy an information advantage which they can use to deter entry and limit fair competition. In [12] , an analysis was carried out on how market design influences the bidding behavior in multi-unit procurement auctions, where suppliers have uncertain costs and are also uncertain about the availability of production units, and results showed that the competitiveness of market outcomes improves with enhanced market transparency. In [13] , it was found that increased market transparency can facilitate firms' abilities to detect cheating by rivals on a collusive strategy, and in the presence of multiple equilibrium, market transparency may allow firms to coordinate on particular static equilibrium.
In detail, five streams of literature are identified addressing the issues of market transparency in the electricity sector.
The first stream of literature deals with the kind of data and information to be disclosed and the extent to which they should be disclosed. In [14] , it is argued that the more information that is disclosed the better. Therefore, fundamental and trading data should be disclosed. In [15] , these data are grouped into five categories responding to key activities of the power sector. Therefore, generation, grid, load, price and bidding information are relevant for disclosure. These sources of input and output information are used within the clearing model. The amount of disclosed information and their content depend on electricity market model-pool, bilateral, hybrid-differing in trading, operation and settlement processes. In [10] , the publicly disclosed information is given in hierarchical order, where the disclosure of information on technical availability of interconnectors and the TSO network is the most important, whereas the disclosure of information about balancing and generation production is of less relevance. Thanks to the disclosed information, an efficiency and fairness of the market is facilitated, information asymmetries are reduced [15] , a level playing field for market participants is created, a market oversight is fostered and an abusive behavior is detected [11] . However, as was observed by [13] , disclosure of too much information may harm market functioning by provoking cost inefficient, market power exploiting and collusion establishing behavior. This is in agreement with observations made by [10] . In [10] , it was argued that due to considerable market transparency, effective competition may be disturbed due to the reduction in incentives for innovation as private data are disclosed, the decrease in incentives to develop liquid market, and the presence of high information infrastructure costs. Instead, only relevant information for rational economic behavior of market actors is necessary to be disclosed, if this improves economic decisions. Therefore, the access to price information is essential as it is needed for temporal supply and demand decision making, whereas intertemporal decisions-maintenance, repair, upgrading of power plants (PPs), investment, entry into and exist from the market-are taken considering current and historical prices [13] . The deep understanding of underlying processes of price formation and disclosure of related information is requested for making price forecasts, which are used to take decisions when there is no price information [13] .
The second stream deals with the issue of data quality and other requirements set for data and information. The European Regulation [16] establishes the key requirements for data and information disclosure. In order to improve market transparency, the actors are requested to be provided with timely data. These data should be regularly updated and provided for different timeframes. The data should be up to date, easily accessible, downloadable and available for at least five years. This is in agreement with [8] , who identified the timeliness and availability of market data, their accessibility, and confidence promoting, as key requirements for data. According to [17] , high data quality is an essential condition of data analysis and mining. With the purpose of extracting knowledge from data to support decision-making, the data quality should be ensured as (big) electricity data impact on the accuracy and effectiveness of electric power system management and the safety and reliability of the power system operation.
The third stream of literature discusses electricity sector-related transparency platforms, which are recognized as instruments of transparency as they serve to publish the most relevant power system data in a single place [18] . In [18] , it was found that the transparency platform of the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) is a very ambitious project. However, it suffers from a number of shortcomings, such as lack of data quality and attractiveness for usability [19] . In [20] , it was found that the Smart Meter Analytics Scaled by Hadoop (SMASH) provides industry with a competitive and easily operable platform to manage big energy data, while also supporting data-intensive decision making. According to [21] , the Open Power System Data Platform (OPSDP) assures the efficiency and quality benefits of centralised data provision, as it provides gains to energy system analysis by raising the efficiency of data pre-processing, by providing a method for making data pre-processing for energy system modelling traceable, flexible and reproducible, and improving the quality of original data published by data providers.
The fourth stream of literature tackles the issue of the electricity Information Disclosure Mechanism (IDM). Electricity IDM is recognized as one of the instruments for improved market transparency, as it provides open and easy access to relevant information [22] . In [23] , it was found that there is a need for reliable information and market transparency, as consumers want to compare electricity products with reference to price, generation sources, and environmental and contractual attributes. Therefore, requirements on disclosure to consumers-in a comprehensible and clearly comparable manner [23] -of the fuel mix used for the electricity production and the associated CO 2 emissions, and production of radioactive waste related to power generation [24] are essential. The importance of the electricity IDM is supported by its positive impacts on improved sustainability of energy systems as they move towards the use of RES [25] . Moreover, information disclosure, as a procedural policy measure, helps to increase public awareness, political legitimacy and adoption of substantive policy [25] . In [23] , it was found that competition may increase thanks to improved consumer confidence in its ability to choose among electricity offerings under the critical information disclosure condition. Moreover, electricity disclosure is a key element for the consumer protection and it is also a beneficial educational tool in regulated electricity markets [23] .
The fifth stream of literature copes with privacy preservation when sharing and disclosing data, especially residential energy usage data. Following the trend of information technologies integration into the power grids at the expense of reduced privacy, the issue is of high importance in smart grids. Various methods and techniques are proposed for privacy preservation [26] . In [27] , a sharing method of electricity usage-that is the self-organizing map-was proposed for that purpose. This allows power suppliers sharing a node map of electricity usage and raw data to be captured from smart meters. In [28] , the redaction of data and the addition of artificial noise were considered as two data pre-processing techniques that customers could apply before data sharing. In [29] , the privacy preserving reward scheme providing privacy-preserving mechanism to reward users for the electricity data they submit to a utility provider was suggested.
The literature review above shows that thus far the issue of market transparency is to a certain extent analysed in the context of a centralized control of power system and electricity market models mostly supplied with traditional energy sources. Following the expected developments in 2030+ power system and the compelling need to consider a new approach towards a decentralized control of power system equipped with RES, distributed energy resources (DER), electric vehicles (EVs) and storage technologies, which are mainly connected to low-and medium-voltage grids, there is room for market transparency investigations. In addition, comprehensive analyses focusing on the issue of electricity market transparency from the regulatory point of view are difficult to find in the literature.
Goals and Contributions
In order to fulfil the gaps identified above, the contribution of this paper is to analyse and demonstrate the concept of market transparency for the WoC control architecture and the requested market model and its design, through the perspective of the EU regulatory framework and the legislation point of view. In order to foster the practical realization of the WoC control architecture, the related wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control are proposed considering the competitive market principles, including transparency. The main goal is to provide a set of potential solutions to address this issue, which are based on adapting and tailoring the current regulatory scopes on wholesale electricity market transparency for the WoC concept and proposing supplemented ones that reflect the peculiarities of the WoC. In detail, the review of the existing European Directive and Regulations suggests respecting valid provisions on wholesale electricity market transparency while tailoring them into the WoC concept. For addressing the transparency issue in the wholesale electricity market for the WoC concept, the main proposals developed are related to: (1) imposing actors with responsibilities in relation to market transparency; (2) applying the Information Exchange Mechanism (IEM) to improve access to power grids for cross-cell exchanges in electricity; (3) using a multi-dimensional wholesale electricity market transparency model preventing market abuse and fostering open and fair competition; and (4) employing the method of data and information submission and publication agreed at EU level. With reference to the market for frequency and voltage control for the WoC, it is proposed for the transparency issue to be solved by addressing:
(1) the minimum data set and its availability for Merit Order Collection (MOC) and the Merit Order Decision (MOD) making within the WoC concept; (2) roles for the actors regarding data and information collection, provision, aggregation, use and publishing; (3) data placement; and (4) data and information publication. Moreover, the market transparency issue within the WoC concept is tackled through the supplemented solutions that are beyond the existing European regulatory rules, including: (1) disclosure of information in respect to attributes of intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies and virtual power plants (VPPs); (2) provision of generation and load forecast information; (3) process of procurement of flexibilities; (4) retail market transparency as an integral part of market transparency; (5) disclosure of privacy-sensitive household attributes; (6) disclosure of information about the market for frequency and voltage control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the research method adopted for developing the regulatory framework for market transparency under the WoC concept. Section 3 presents the detailed overview of the European wholesale electricity market transparency framework. Section 4 presents the wholesale electricity market structure for the WoC control architecture. Sections 5 and 6 presents the frameworks for transparency in wholesale electricity market and in the market for frequency and voltage control, respectively, supporting the WoC concept. Section 7 discusses the possible amendments in current regulation for tailoring the frameworks of market transparency in the WoC. Finally, in Section 8, the conclusions are drawn.
Research Method
The regulatory framework for market transparency under the WoC concept is developed considering the approach of the sequential performance of tasks on the strength of the task-specific research methods, as shown in Figure 1 .
The research was carried out based on the five formulated tasks-that are the titles of constructs in Figure 1 -as described below:
• Firstly, a critical literature review was done by considering both scientific literature and current EU legislation dealing with the issue of electricity market transparency. This activity allowed identifying the key elements and measures of electricity market transparency as well as the scope of electricity market transparency regulation at EU level.
• Then, peculiarities of the research subjects, which are the WoC frequency and voltage control architecture and the related market design, were analysed based on the ELECTRA project outcomes.
• Furthermore, the market transparency framework for the WoC concept was developed based on the method of systematic review of literature and EU legislation. In particular, this took into consideration the methodological guidelines proposed in [10] . Here, a list of issues and questions about how to translate the market transparency considerations into the operational guidance are provided. Finally, the proposed frameworks for market transparency were tailored to the European-level regulatory rules applying the methods of systematic review of the ELECTRA project outcomes and reasoning. 
European Regulatory Framework for Wholesale Electricity Market Transparency
The issue of wholesale electricity market transparency in Europe is tackled through the following legislation: 
The issue of wholesale electricity market transparency in Europe is tackled through the following legislation:
• [16] .
In the following, a short description of each piece of legislation in relation to market transparency is given.
Directive 2009/72/EC on Common Rules for the Internal Market in Electricity
The primary purpose of the directive [24] is to establish common rules for the generation, transmission, distribution, supply of electricity and consumer protection, with the aim to improve and integrate competitive electricity markets in Europe. Issues of the wholesale and retail electricity markets transparency remain important within the directive. In detail, increased transparency of retail markets is a new and strongly focused topic whereas the transparency of wholesale electricity market is covered only fragmentally within the directive. However, a general and high-level framework for wholesale electricity market transparency is established. It focuses on the actors and their roles in relation to a transparent wholesale electricity market. Within the framework, European Commission (EC), the Member States (MS), the National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs), TSOs and Distribution System Operators (DSOs) and undertakings are provided with the mandatory responsibilities in the area of market transparency. With the purpose to improve transparency, the EC has the obligation to monitor and review the application of the directive and submit an overall progress report to the European Parliament and the Council (EP&C). The MS are provided with the duties regarding transparency of accounts. The NRAs are set with a duty of monitoring the level of transparency, providing information on the market to permit the EC to exercise its role of observing and monitoring the internal market in electricity. The TSOs are responsible for providing to the operator of any other system with which its system is interconnected the needed information to ensure a secure and efficient operation. The DSOs are responsible for providing system users with the information they need for efficient access to, including use of, the system. Finally, transparency in electricity generation sector is also addressed in provisions regarding authorization procedure for new generating capacity and tendering for new capacities. Provision is also included on record keeping setting the requirement for the undertakings to keep relevant data relating to all transactions for at least five years.
Regulation No 714/2009 on Conditions for Access to the Network for Cross-Border Exchanges in Electricity
With its primary purpose to create a well-functioning wholesale electricity market with a highly secure supply of electricity, and enhance competition in the internal market by setting straightforward rules for cross-border exchanges in electricity, the regulation [30] addresses the issue of wholesale electricity market transparency as well, through establishing a high-level Information Exchange Mechanism (IEM). The IEM is developed within the scope of access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity. The established IEM consists of several elements, which are summarized in Figure 2 and discussed below.
The EC, the ENTSO-E, the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER), the NRAs, the TSOs, and supply and generation undertakings represent the main actors taking part in the IEM. They are involved in the exchange of data and information in the areas of certification of TSOs, establishment of network codes, preparation of 10-year network development plans, solving issues of congestion management, application of inter-TSO compensation mechanism, use of new direct current interconnectors, and management and allocation of available transmission capacity of interconnections between the national systems. The IEM proposes that consultations and monitoring are relevant methods, and that annual reports, outlooks, network codes, working programme, recommendations, reasoned opinions, regional investment plans or guidelines are important channels of the IEM. Thus far, the actors, if obliged, exchange among themselves "all relevant and necessary information". From this perspective, the IEM is not complete, and thus issues of provision and disclosure of confidential or sensitive data and information arise. These issues are fragmentally covered within the IEM. However, the IEM strictly highlights the types of data and information to be provided by TSOs in their area of management, and allocation of available transmission capacity of interconnections between national systems. Within this area, the TSOs take responsibilities against transparency, in the sense that they publish ex ante and ex post data related to network availability, network access, network use, data concerning cross-border trade, generation and demand forecasts, as well as data for cross-border balancing of the market. The TSOs contribute to transparency by providing the market with descriptions on the congestion management method, procedures in use for the congestion management and capacity-allocation, a scheme for calculation of the interconnection capacity, operational and planning security standards, as well as specifications of products offered. All this information is especially relevant for the market actors when negotiating all types of transactions in wholesale electricity products. The actors of the IEM exchange information and data on regular basis, which can be a single one-time information provision or periodicity of information exchange, which is not regulated within the IEM. In such a perspective, with the purpose to improve transparency, setting the periodicity of data and information provision is of key importance, and this is valid also for the implementation of the primary purpose of this regulation. Therefore, the TSOs are obliged to provide relevant data concerning cross-border trade daily, weekly, monthly and annually. The ENTSO-E supplies annually a working programme, report, generation adequacy outlooks, whereas every two years it provides a 10-year network development plan. Within the IEM, the actors (mainly, the EC) are left with the right to determine a time-limit within which information should be provided, and set penalties for incorrect, incomplete or misleading information provision. The IEM does not regulate the size of penalties, but determines three criteria (effective, proportionate and dissuasive) based on which penalties should be set by the MS. The regulation gives the responsibility to the EC to impose fines of a certain size (not exceeding 1% of turnover in the preceding business year). TSOs contribute to transparency by providing the market with descriptions on the congestion management method, procedures in use for the congestion management and capacity-allocation, a scheme for calculation of the interconnection capacity, operational and planning security standards, as well as specifications of products offered. All this information is especially relevant for the market actors when negotiating all types of transactions in wholesale electricity products. The actors of the IEM exchange information and data on regular basis, which can be a single one-time information provision or periodicity of information exchange, which is not regulated within the IEM. In such a perspective, with the purpose to improve transparency, setting the periodicity of data and information provision is of key importance, and this is valid also for the implementation of the primary purpose of this regulation. Therefore, the TSOs are obliged to provide relevant data concerning cross-border trade daily, weekly, monthly and annually. The ENTSO-E supplies annually a working programme, report, generation adequacy outlooks, whereas every two years it provides a 10-year network development plan. Within the IEM, the actors (mainly, the EC) are left with the right to determine a time-limit within which information should be provided, and set penalties for incorrect, incomplete or misleading information provision. The IEM does not regulate the size of penalties, but determines three criteria (effective, proportionate and dissuasive) based on which penalties should be set by the MS. The regulation gives the responsibility to the EC to impose fines of a certain size (not exceeding 1% of turnover in the preceding business year). Elements of information exchange mechanism developed for improved access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity [30] .
Regulation No 713/2009 on the Establishment of the Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators
The regulation [31] aims at establishment of the ACER to assist the NRAs in performing the regulatory tasks prescribed to them and coordinating their actions at European level. The regulation focuses on the roles and responsibilities of the ACER in the internal electricity market. For the purpose to improve transparency in internal electricity market, the ACER is obliged to:
• issue opinions and recommendations addressed to the ENTSO-E, the TSOs, the NRAs, the EP&C, and take decisions on the terms and conditions when accessing electricity infrastructure which connects at least several MS; • monitor the functioning of the internal market, and implement the 10-year network development plans and regional cooperation of the TSOs. Elements of information exchange mechanism developed for improved access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity [30] .
• issue opinions and recommendations addressed to the ENTSO-E, the TSOs, the NRAs, the EP&C, and take decisions on the terms and conditions when accessing electricity infrastructure which connects at least several MS; • monitor the functioning of the internal market, and implement the 10-year network development plans and regional cooperation of the TSOs.
Moreover, on an annual basis, the ACER takes responsibility for publishing a report on its findings publicly.
Within the ACER, several departments are established to assure transparency in the internal market. The Market Integrity and Transparency Department is responsible for general policy matters addressed within the Regulation No 1227/2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency (REMIT) [32] , market data reporting, data quality, data sharing, business intelligence tools and market data management tasks under the REMIT [33] . The Market Surveillance and Conduct Department monitors and assesses market data on irregular cases, informs the NRAs about suspected market abuse cases and provides advices to NRAs regarding the concept of market abuse [33] .
Regulation No 1227/2011 on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency
With the goal to prevent market abuse and foster open and fair competition in wholesale energy markets, the regulation [32] develops a multidimensional wholesale energy market transparency model. The model consists of several dimensions addressing the key transparency-related issues that are regulated in wholesale energy markets, which are:
• prohibition of use of inside information. Within the dimension, the activities where the use of inside information is prohibited, are established, and the actors who are not allowed to exercise these activities are identified. Moreover, exemptions to the rules are set. Therefore, persons being the highest in the managerial hierarchy of undertaking, holding capital in it, or accessing information through the exercises they do in that undertaking or through the criminal activity, are prohibited from using themselves or disclosing to any other person inside information for the purpose to acquire wholesale energy products to which that information is related. Recommendations provided to other persons to acquire wholesale energy products based on inside information are also prohibited. However, this is not applied to the TSOs when purchasing electricity for the purpose of ensuring safe and secure operation of the power system. Within the dimension, several other cases are identified where prohibition to use of inside information is not applied. In particular, market actors performing under the national emergency rules, and electricity producers entering into transactions, in cases which would result in them not being able to meet contractual obligations or not ensuring safe and secure operation of the power system, could use inside information when acquiring wholesale energy products.
• publication of inside information. Within the dimension, the market actors have an obligation to disclose inside information they possess, publicly and on time. This includes information about capacity and its use, consumption and transmission of electricity.
• prohibition of market manipulation. Within the dimension, the attitude towards manipulations is expressed. In particular, the participation of market actors in manipulations on wholesale energy markets at any form is prohibited.
• market monitoring. With the purpose of finding out and preventing trading cases based on the use of inside information and market manipulation, the dimension obliges the ACER to monitor trading activity in wholesale electricity products.
• data collection. Within the dimension, data and information providers and receivers are identified. Moreover, the type of information that should be provided and its detail level is set. Therefore, trade reporting systems, market actors, and organized markets are relevant data and information providers to the ACER, and the NRAs. They have an obligation to provide information about wholesale electricity products bought or sold, price and quantity agreed, date and time of execution, etc.
• registration of market actors. Within the dimension, the requirement is set that market actors making transactions, which will be reported to the ACER, have to be registered with the NRAs.
• data protection operational reliability. Within the dimension, the EU-level regulations protecting individuals with regards to the processing of personal data are identified. The ACER, the NRAs and other data receivers are obliged to ensure confidentiality, integrity and protection of information received. Information received are required to be published with the aim of improving the transparency of wholesale energy markets.
• implementation of prohibitions against market abuse. Within the dimension, the NRAs have the investigatory and enforcement power necessary for implementation of prohibitions against the market abuse. Therefore, the NRAs have specific rights in relation to access to information.
• cooperation at European and national levels. Within the dimension, the ACER aims at ensuring the NRAs carry out their tasks in a coordinated and consistent way.
• professional secrecy. Within the dimension, the confidential information received, exchanged or transmitted are subject to the conditions of professional secrecy.
Regulation No 543/2013 on Submission and Publication of Data in Electricity Markets
The regulation [16] approves the mechanism for relevant data submission and publication, and addresses the issue of information and data importance and availability for market actors to take efficient production, consumption and trading decisions under the conditions of deep market integration and rapid use of RES for electricity production. The information and data submitted and published are divided into four categories, including load information, generation information, grid information and balancing information. The list of the minimum set of data related to generation, transportation and consumption of electricity to be made available to market actors is formed. In particular, the regulation pays attention to the submission and publication of data and information related to total load, unavailability of consumption units and transmission infrastructure, estimation, offer and use of cross-zonal capacities, congestion management measures, actual and forecasted generation, unavailability of generation, and information on balancing. Within the regulation, the TSOs facilitate the collection, verification and processing of data and the ENTSO-E makes those data available to the public through a free central information transparency platform, which is established with the aim to evenly distribute relevant market information among the various market actors. Moreover, in order to better use the sources of transparency, the ENTSO-E receives information for publication through the third parties such as power exchanges and transparency platforms as well.
Summary of European Wholesale Electricity Market Transparency Framework
The European wholesale electricity market is under transparency requirements. They are relevant measures to ensure the creation of a common electricity-market [34] that is well-functioning [8, 9] . The wholesale electricity market transparency framework is well-developed and disclosed in a clear manner through the European legislation. These are directive [24] and several interlinked regulations [16, [30] [31] [32] . The aforementioned EU legislation determines the dispersed scope of regulation, by establishing the high-level framework for wholesale electricity market transparency, the responsibilities to ACER, the IEM to improve access to network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, the multidimensional wholesale electricity market transparency model preventing market abuse and fostering open and fair competition in wholesale electricity market, as well as the framework for data and information submission and publication. The dispersed scope means that market transparency requirements are set in different EU legal acts and are prepared for particular areas requiring transparency. In particular, EU legislation regulates the activities of electricity market actors such that they act in a transparent way, the set of data and information that should be publicly published is based on established rules, and there are measures preventing market abuse and facilitating competition. The regulations respond issues of wholesale electricity market, including issues of market transparency and proposes solutions from the here and now to the short and medium terms. However, European power sector will undergo significant structural developments in long-term, requiring new approaches towards power system operation, functioning of internal market, regulation of power system and market. From this perspective, the regulatory rules imposed on the existing European wholesale electricity market transparency framework should be updated to respond to the changes. Therefore, in the following, the expected developments are discussed and required regulatory amendments are proposed.
Description of the Web-of-Cells (WoC) Architecture for Frequency and Voltage Control and the Related Wholesale Electricity Market
Description of the WoC Concept
The massive availability of flexibility energy resources mainly connected at distribution level that has been foreseen leads to the idea that decentralized control aiming to solve local problems locally will best address the fundamental changes in the future power systems. Based on this concept, the WoC concept proposes a new architecture for frequency and voltage control for future power systems. In such a framework, the European power grid is divided into grid control areas, i.e., the cells. A cell can be defined as a portion of power grid able to maintain an agreed power exchange at its boundaries by using the internal flexibility of any type available from flexible generators/loads and/or storage systems. The total amount of internal flexibility in each cell shall be at least enough to compensate the cell generation and load uncertainties in normal operation. Therefore, the cells, based on proper monitoring infrastructures and local reserve capacity, are able to solve voltage and cell-balancing (frequency) problems at cell level, thereby putting in practice the concept of solving local problems locally. Each cell is under the responsibility of a CSO (present DSO/TSO) that supervises its operation, and, if needed, is able to override it. This control architecture for frequency and voltage radically changes the current paradigm involving a central TSO who is responsible for detecting local problems and taking consequent actions.
High-Level Functional Architecture of Frequency and Voltage Control
High-level functional architecture for frequency and voltage control is presented in Figure 3 . 
Description of the WoC Concept
High-Level Functional Architecture of Frequency and Voltage Control
High-level functional architecture for frequency and voltage control is presented in Figure 3 . Each functionality is implemented through the number of UC specific functions, considered as black-boxes in Figure 3 , since the specific control schemes are out of the scope of this paper. Conversely, the MOC and the MOD functions (to be discussed later in Section 6) are important, since they can be implemented within the architecture only if the market for frequency and voltage control, whose efficiency and good functioning is covered by the transparency requirement, is established. Both these functions are served by various actors. The BSPs for inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity, balancing energy and reactive power, the providers of tie-line, the aggregators, and the Balance Responsible Parties (BRPs) are found to be a constituent part of the architecture, as they are important for the market functioning. The first five types of the actors either on their own or through the aggregation participate in the MOC function implementation. They bid the market and establish an initial Merit Order list for the specific UC. When bidding in the market, they use different resources, including gas-based thermal PP, RES-based (wind, solar, hydro) PP, demand response (DR) technologies (industrial loads, EVs, household appliances) and storage technologies (batteries and pump hydro) that are connected to all voltage grid levels. The tie-line providers supply the CSOs with data and information about constraints in the tie-line. The BRPs-either these are generators, consumers or traders-inform the CSOs about their balance positions. In order to avoid discrimination between market actors and treat them equally, also producers of electricity from RES and high-efficiency cogeneration have balance responsibility. The BRPs provide the CSO with load/generation forecasts (only large-scale BRPs), whereas the aggregators send to the CSO load/generation forecasts of the remaining BRPs. Altogether they contribute to the implementation of the MOD function of the specific UC.
The functions are supplied with various data (to be discussed later in Section 6). They are derived and decided by using secondary data, including data of the electricity sector, wholesale electricity market, market for frequency and voltage control and other. This is done for the purpose to justify bidding, tie-line constraints-related and forecasting decisions.
The final output of actors' participation in the implementation of the functions and their interaction within the UCs are the distributed energy resources' rate of change of frequency (DERs RoCoF) droop, DERs frequency droop, etc., which are the parameters of the architecture of the frequency and voltage control for future power systems under the WoC concept.
Wholesale Electricity Market Structure for the WoC
Within the WoC concept, electricity is traded in different wholesale electricity markets as shown Figure 4 . Each functionality is implemented through the number of UC specific functions, considered as black-boxes in Figure 3 , since the specific control schemes are out of the scope of this paper. Conversely, the MOC and the MOD functions (to be discussed later in Section 6) are important, since they can be implemented within the architecture only if the market for frequency and voltage control, whose efficiency and good functioning is covered by the transparency requirement, is established. Both these functions are served by various actors. The BSPs for inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity, balancing energy and reactive power, the providers of tie-line, the aggregators, and the Balance Responsible Parties (BRPs) are found to be a constituent part of the architecture, as they are important for the market functioning. The first five types of the actors either on their own or through the aggregation participate in the MOC function implementation. They bid the market and establish an initial Merit Order list for the specific UC. When bidding in the market, they use different resources, including gas-based thermal PP, RES-based (wind, solar, hydro) PP, demand response (DR) technologies (industrial loads, EVs, household appliances) and storage technologies (batteries and pump hydro) that are connected to all voltage grid levels. The tie-line providers supply the CSOs with data and information about constraints in the tie-line. The BRPs-either these are generators, consumers or traders-inform the CSOs about their balance positions. In order to avoid discrimination between market actors and treat them equally, also producers of electricity from RES and high-efficiency cogeneration have balance responsibility. The BRPs provide the CSO with load/generation forecasts (only large-scale BRPs), whereas the aggregators send to the CSO load/generation forecasts of the remaining BRPs. Altogether they contribute to the implementation of the MOD function of the specific UC.
Within the WoC concept, electricity is traded in different wholesale electricity markets as shown Figure 4 . The Financial market functions for the purposes of electricity price hedging and risk management and it is established at WoC level. Here, future and forward contracts are agreed. The contracts are standardized and bilateral agreements are made by market actors and traded in the power exchange and over-the-counter (OTC), respectively. The market actors trade in short-term (up to one year) and long-term (duration is more than one year) contracts. The price of the contracts is determined considering the prices in the day-ahead market. Electricity producers and aggregators choose the contracts to hedge against electricity price decreases in future, whereas electricity consumers either themselves or through their representatives (including suppliers) purchase them to secure their future electricity consumption volumes and to hedge against price decreases.
The Day-Ahead market (DA market) is established at WoC level to trade in electricity one day before its actual delivery. Therefore, in this market, the related actors submit price proposals for transactions taking place the next day. The WoC concept respects the Scandinavian practice of DA market functioning. Here, electricity is traded in a marketplace known as a power exchange. Electricity and transmission capacity are traded together. Therefore, subject to congestion, different price zones are established. The market clearing approach is applied to determine market clearing price and volume. The market time unit is 15 min.
The Intra-Day market (ID market) is also established at WoC level to trade in electricity every day until one hour before its delivery. The ID market enables its actors to correct the imbalances they suffer after DA market closure. The imbalances happen due to poor wind forecasts, unexpected power plant outages, etc. In the ID market, electricity is traded on the power exchange but meaning orders provided by the market actors are continuously cleared based on the principle of first-come, first-served. Therefore, many prices are established during an hour, thus, an organized OTC (oOTC) market operates. The ID market is very important in the WoC concept since a large amount of intermittent RES electricity (which is poorly predictable) is supplied to the grid and must be balanced.
The Energy balancing market is established at the cell level. It aims at correcting possible power system imbalances before real-time (RT) but after ID market closure. This market is operated by the CSOs who have obligations to balance their cells. The energy balancing market opens three hours after the DA market closes (i.e., 15:00 CET), collects bids from the BSPs and establishes the Merit Order list of UCs 15 min. before the production hour, as shown in Figure 5 . The Financial market functions for the purposes of electricity price hedging and risk management and it is established at WoC level. Here, future and forward contracts are agreed. The contracts are standardized and bilateral agreements are made by market actors and traded in the power exchange and over-the-counter (OTC), respectively. The market actors trade in short-term (up to one year) and long-term (duration is more than one year) contracts. The price of the contracts is determined considering the prices in the day-ahead market. Electricity producers and aggregators choose the contracts to hedge against electricity price decreases in future, whereas electricity consumers either themselves or through their representatives (including suppliers) purchase them to secure their future electricity consumption volumes and to hedge against price decreases.
The Energy balancing market is established at the cell level. It aims at correcting possible power system imbalances before real-time (RT) but after ID market closure. This market is operated by the CSOs who have obligations to balance their cells. The energy balancing market opens three hours after the DA market closes (i.e., 15:00 CET), collects bids from the BSPs and establishes the Merit Order list of UCs 15 min. before the production hour, as shown in Figure 5 . The energy balancing market is a constituent part of the market for frequency and voltage control, which is developed for the functioning of the WoC control architecture. In the market for frequency and voltage control, inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity and balancing energy for upward and downward regulation, as well as reactive power, are traded to balance and control the cell and settlements are carried out. The CSOs, the BSPs, the BRPs and the NRA are the key actors taking part in the market processes of procurement, settlement and supervision.
On the procurement side, an organized marketplace is established. Within it, the CSOs and the BSPs trade in the UCs in an auction-based exchange on voluntary basis and considering competitive market principles. The exchange as a pro-market instrument is selected due to its expected benefits in terms of high liquidity and market transparency [34] . The trade in UCs is organized every 15 min. In the market, the CSOs purchase UCs from the BSPs. Trade is organized such that inertia capacity and balancing capacity is initially traded. Then, within the volumes of capacities won, inertia and balancing energy bids are submitted. Therefore, the BSPs are paid for both availability and utilization of inertia capacity, and balancing capacity. In the market, the price and volume of UCs' products are set considering the market clearing approach. Subject to it, the CSOs purchase a certain volume of UC product for a particular market time unit at a single price. In the market, only short-term (15 min, 30 min and 60 min) standard UCs are traded. The IRPC, aFCC, BSC and PPVC are traded at the intra-cell level, meaning that no trade in the UCs is available between the cells. Here, the CSO is thus a single buyer of the UCs' products. Therefore, a monopolistic market structure is developed. Conversely, the BRC is traded at the inter-cell level, meaning that it is traded by many BSPs and CSOs from different cells. Thus, a competitive market structure is developed [36] .
At the imbalance settlement side, settlements are carried out. Here, the CSOs and the BRPs decide on production, trade and consumption imbalances, imbalance price and imbalance cost, its distribution and cost recovery [36] .
The NRA is set up to perform its market supervision role in the market for frequency and voltage control [36] .
Framework for Transparency in Wholesale Electricity Market Supporting the WoC Concept
The framework for transparency in the wholesale electricity market facilitating a well-functioning WoC concept is developed within the European legislation discussed in Section 3. In general, it respects the scopes of the directive [24] and regulations [16, [30] [31] [32] related to wholesale electricity market transparency in Europe, and assumes that they are key for the development of a well-functioning, efficient and transparent wholesale electricity market under the WoC concept. Figure 6 presents the high-level framework of wholesale electricity market transparency for the WoC concept by emphasizing the key actors and directions of data and information flows.
The wholesale electricity market transparency framework for the WoC concept is developed considering both horizontal and vertical approaches towards transparency. Based on these approaches, the actors exchange ex ante and ex post data and information among themselves, and provide data and information to higher-level networking institutions (the ENTSO-E and the ACER), which themselves are responsible for the data and information provision to the highest-level institutions, such as the EC. Within this framework, many actors have responsibilities regarding activities' implementation for which they can improve transparency in the wholesale electricity market. In detail, the EC observes, monitors and reviews the adaptation of the directive [24] in relation to the implementation of an internal market in electricity and reports the EP&C on findings and progress made. The ACER collects and processes data and information in order to monitor the functioning of wholesale electricity market and assesses the irregular cases at the WoC level. Moreover, in case of disagreement between the cells, which are regulated by different NRAs, it takes decisions on the terms and conditions related to accessing the grid which connects these cells. However, if cells are within the regulation area of the particular NRA, the NRA takes the related decisions. In addition, the NRA collects data and information for the purpose of monitoring the level of transparency in the cells which are in its regulation area and ensures that primary owners of data, the CSOs comply with their obligation regarding submission and publication of data in electricity markets. The CSOs, who take care of highto low-voltage grids, exchange data and information with the CSOs with whom their grid is connected. This is done for the purpose to ensure the secure and efficient operation. The CSOs collect, verify, process and exchange daily, weekly, monthly and annually ex ante and ex post data related to the grid availability, access to the grid, use of grid, data concerning inter-cell trade in electricity, generation and demand forecasts, data about market for balancing and voltage control; whereas the ENTSO-E makes these data available to the public on a regular manner through the established information transparency platform. The market actors being the primary owners of data and located within the area of a particular CSO, provide that CSO with all relevant information. They also use, disclose and publish inside information and information related to capacity and use of facilities for production, storage, consumption or distribution, transmission of electricity, provide records on market transactions, and keep records of all transactions for a determined time period. the CSOs comply with their obligation regarding submission and publication of data in electricity markets. The CSOs, who take care of high-to low-voltage grids, exchange data and information with the CSOs with whom their grid is connected. This is done for the purpose to ensure the secure and efficient operation. The CSOs collect, verify, process and exchange daily, weekly, monthly and annually ex ante and ex post data related to the grid availability, access to the grid, use of grid, data concerning inter-cell trade in electricity, generation and demand forecasts, data about market for balancing and voltage control; whereas the ENTSO-E makes these data available to the public on a regular manner through the established information transparency platform. The market actors being the primary owners of data and located within the area of a particular CSO, provide that CSO with all relevant information. They also use, disclose and publish inside information and information related to capacity and use of facilities for production, storage, consumption or distribution, transmission of electricity, provide records on market transactions, and keep records of all transactions for a determined time period. In the long term, when intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies are used at scale, the information disclosure mechanisms need to be updated to reflect these changes. Therefore, Figure 6 . Wholesale electricity market transparency framework under the WoC concept [36] .
In the long term, when intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies are used at scale, the information disclosure mechanisms need to be updated to reflect these changes. Therefore, responding to these challenges, some improvements in wholesale electricity market transparency framework are foreseen. New actors (VPPs, industrial and residential DR technologies, etc.) enter the power sector and market, and they are set with market transparency requirements too. The application scope of market transparency requirements is expanded to actors whose PPs and devices are connected to all voltage levels. Transactions in the market are plentiful. In agreement with [15] , information regarding the eco-label of an electricity producer is requested because actors express their willingness to pay for electricity from RES. Information about VPPs, storage and DR technologies are integrated too. Information is updated more frequently than presently because of quick changes in electricity supply [15] . Therefore, it is expected that the framework for wholesale electricity market transparency functions according to the condition of a large-volume, high-velocity and big-diversity of data and information.
Framework for Transparency in Market for Frequency and Voltage Control Supporting the WoC Concept
The structural framework for transparency in the market for frequency and voltage control responds and fits that presented in Section 5. However, the content of the developed framework ( Figure 6 ) is adapted to the peculiarities of architecture for frequency and voltage control and related market design. In the following, the key structural elements of the framework for transparency in market for frequency and voltage control are analyzed.
Actors and Their Roles Improving Transparency in the Market for Frequency and Voltage Control
In relation to a transparent market for frequency and voltage control, six roles are identified. These are data and information owners, providers, collectors, aggregators, publishers and users, as shown in Figure 7 . responding to these challenges, some improvements in wholesale electricity market transparency framework are foreseen. New actors (VPPs, industrial and residential DR technologies, etc.) enter the power sector and market, and they are set with market transparency requirements too. The application scope of market transparency requirements is expanded to actors whose PPs and devices are connected to all voltage levels. Transactions in the market are plentiful. In agreement with [15] , information regarding the eco-label of an electricity producer is requested because actors express their willingness to pay for electricity from RES. Information about VPPs, storage and DR technologies are integrated too. Information is updated more frequently than presently because of quick changes in electricity supply [15] . Therefore, it is expected that the framework for wholesale electricity market transparency functions according to the condition of a large-volume, high-velocity and big-diversity of data and information.
Framework for Transparency in Market for Frequency and Voltage Control Supporting the WoC Concept
Actors and Their Roles Improving Transparency in the Market for Frequency and Voltage Control
In relation to a transparent market for frequency and voltage control, six roles are identified. These are data and information owners, providers, collectors, aggregators, publishers and users, as shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that actors taking part in the market for frequency and voltage control are not limited to a single role. Moreover, actors in relation to data and information are prescribed to exercise a variety of roles.
The CSOs, who are the tie-line providers and the system imbalance calculators, represent an essential source of data and information at the WoC level. They collect, provide and use a considerable volume of data and information for the efficient system operation. In the market for frequency and voltage control, they take these roles to establish the demand curves for the UCs.
The BSPs, who are the providers for inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity, balancing energy and reactive power, managing electricity production and consumption units, and being located within the cell, are the primary data owners, and they provide the relevant data and information to the CSOs, when bidding on the market for frequency and voltage control and establishing the supply curves of the UCs. In addition, in order to develop efficient bidding strategies, they analyze market conditions and thus act both as users of data and information produced by the market for frequency and voltage control, and as collectors of other relevant data.
The BRPs, having an obligation to balance their positions thereby contributing to the balance of electricity system, are relevant data and information owners, providers to the CSO to calculate the system imbalance, and users of data and information of the market for frequency and voltage control when deciding methods on how to balance their positions. The BRPs are collectors, providers and users of data and the information required to exercise load and generation It can be seen that actors taking part in the market for frequency and voltage control are not limited to a single role. Moreover, actors in relation to data and information are prescribed to exercise a variety of roles.
The BRPs, having an obligation to balance their positions thereby contributing to the balance of electricity system, are relevant data and information owners, providers to the CSO to calculate the system imbalance, and users of data and information of the market for frequency and voltage control when deciding methods on how to balance their positions. The BRPs are collectors, providers and users of data and the information required to exercise load and generation forecasting activity. In this respect, small-scale and large-scale BRPs interact with different actors and, therefore, take different roles as shown in Figure 8 . forecasting activity. In this respect, small-scale and large-scale BRPs interact with different actors and, therefore, take different roles as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 8 . Interactions of actors in terms of data and information flows to exercise load and generation forecast activity [37] .
It can be noted that large-scale BRPs are load and generation forecasters. Therefore, they collect data and information from large-scale generation units and large-scale loads and use data and information for that purpose. After making load and generation forecasts, they provide data and information to the CSOs for establishing the demand curve for UCs. Small-scale BRPs are collectors of data and information from small-scale generation units and small-scale loads, and providers of these data and information to the aggregator.
The aggregators, being load and generation forecasters, take the active role of data collectors from small-scale BRPs, users and aggregators of all data and information. After making load and generation forecasts, they take the role of providers of the relevant data to the CSOs.
The ENTSO-E takes the role of making the data and information available to the public through the information transparency platform. It is provided with the relevant data by the CSO.
The Use of Data and Information
The aforementioned roles exercised by the actors in the market for frequency and voltage control are performed to implement the following functions:
• MOC function of a specific UC. Within the MOC function, the BSPs provide inertia capacity, balancing capacity, inertia, balancing energy and reactive power bids (pairs of ask prices and volumes) and the CSO collects those bids. Therefore, the CSO establishes an initial Merit Order list, considering the eco-label of the BSPs, and the arranged volumes of the UC product (sequentially in price ascending order), which form the supply curve of that UC.
• MOD function of a specific UC. Within the MOD function, generation and load forecasts, volumes of scheduled production and consumption of all generators and loads, as well as operating constraints of the tie-line on which the UCs are to be deployed, are collected by the CSOs for establishing the demand curve of the UC. The MOD function is implemented through the interaction of supply and demand curves which results in setting the clearing price and volume of that UC product. Figure 8 . Interactions of actors in terms of data and information flows to exercise load and generation forecast activity [37] .
Minimum Data Requirements for the Implementation of Merit Order Collection (MOC) Function
The Use of Data and Information
• MOD function of a specific UC. Within the MOD function, generation and load forecasts, volumes of scheduled production and consumption of all generators and loads, as well as operating constraints of the tie-line on which the UCs are to be deployed, are collected by the CSOs for establishing the demand curve of the UC. The MOD function is implemented through the interaction of supply and demand curves which results in setting the clearing price and volume of that UC product.
Minimum Data Requirements for the Implementation of Merit Order Collection (MOC) Function
Within the MOC function, bidding is organized and an initial Merit Order list is established. The market actors are set in advance with minimum data requirements that are ask price and volume of the UC. In particular, the CSO requests pairs of ask prices and volumes of the UCs products for a particular market time unit from a variety of the BSPs. Responding to the CSO data requirements, the BSPs bid prices at which they agree to sell a certain volume of UCs products. The establishment of initial Merit Order list is complex since residential level bids (involving VPPs, DR technologies, EVs, PVs connected to distribution grid, etc.) are considered in addition to the widely accepted current practice.
Making the aforementioned process efficient and transparent, timing of bidding and clearing processes of UCs are determined (as shown earlier in Figure 5 ) and the method for ranking of bids is selected. Moreover, when RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies are used at a scale, the minimum data requirements for the MOC function is expanded to cope with the changes in electricity supply, including supply of UCs. In particular, the information regarding eco-label of the BSPs are requested because the CSO and market actors become responsible and, thus willing to pay for UCs products provided by RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies. Different data and information are required by the BSPs to decide on the ask price and volume of UCs products and participation in the MOC function on the whole as shown in Figure 9 . Within the MOC function, bidding is organized and an initial Merit Order list is established. The market actors are set in advance with minimum data requirements that are ask price and volume of the UC. In particular, the CSO requests pairs of ask prices and volumes of the UCs products for a particular market time unit from a variety of the BSPs. Responding to the CSO data requirements, the BSPs bid prices at which they agree to sell a certain volume of UCs products. The establishment of initial Merit Order list is complex since residential level bids (involving VPPs, DR technologies, EVs, PVs connected to distribution grid, etc.) are considered in addition to the widely accepted current practice.
Making the aforementioned process efficient and transparent, timing of bidding and clearing processes of UCs are determined (as shown earlier in Figure 5 ) and the method for ranking of bids is selected. Moreover, when RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies are used at a scale, the minimum data requirements for the MOC function is expanded to cope with the changes in electricity supply, including supply of UCs. In particular, the information regarding eco-label of the BSPs are requested because the CSO and market actors become responsible and, thus willing to pay for UCs products provided by RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies. Different data and information are required by the BSPs to decide on the ask price and volume of UCs products and participation in the MOC function on the whole as shown in Figure 9 . With the aim of assisting the BSPs in taking the temporal rational economic decision such as bidding in the market for frequency and voltage control for the specific UC, the prices [13] of inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity, balancing energy and reactive power are important, since they disclose the possibilities of participation in the market and additional profit earning (mainly, the profit should be earned in day-ahead and intraday electricity markets in future). In agreement with the efficient market hypotheses [38] saying that all relevant information is reflected in prices and, therefore, they are consistent with fundamental factors, the price of UCs products is the key factor when deciding on the ask price of the UC product. In case the BSPs take informed intertemporal decisions (when to do maintenance, repair, upgrade of PP, entry into and exit from the market) [13] , they should be supplied with historical prices. Therefore, current and historical prices are relevant and should be made available for the BSPs. Additional information about underlying processes of UC product price formation is valuable in case the missing data problem exists and, therefore, price forecast is necessary [13] .
The volume offered by the BSPs for the UC product could be decided considering the installed generation capacities at all voltage levels, DR capacities capable to provide the UCs products, results of trading in wholesale electricity market and natural conditions. The latter become even more relevant under the condition that UCs products are provided both by traditional PPs and advanced technologies. With the aim of assisting the BSPs in taking the temporal rational economic decision such as bidding in the market for frequency and voltage control for the specific UC, the prices [13] of inertia capacity, inertia, balancing capacity, balancing energy and reactive power are important, since they disclose the possibilities of participation in the market and additional profit earning (mainly, the profit should be earned in day-ahead and intraday electricity markets in future). In agreement with the efficient market hypotheses [38] saying that all relevant information is reflected in prices and, therefore, they are consistent with fundamental factors, the price of UCs products is the key factor when deciding on the ask price of the UC product. In case the BSPs take informed intertemporal decisions (when to do maintenance, repair, upgrade of PP, entry into and exit from the market) [13] , they should be supplied with historical prices. Therefore, current and historical prices are relevant and should be made available for the BSPs. Additional information about underlying processes of UC product price formation is valuable in case the missing data problem exists and, therefore, price forecast is necessary [13] .
Minimum Data Requirements for the Merit Order Decision (MOD) Function
The volume offered by the BSPs for the UC product could be decided considering the installed generation capacities at all voltage levels, DR capacities capable to provide the UCs products, results of trading in wholesale electricity market and natural conditions. The latter become even more relevant under the condition that UCs products are provided both by traditional PPs and advanced technologies.
Within the MOD function, the final Merit Order list is established. For this purpose, as shown in Figure 10 , the CSOs require the initial Merit Order lists of UCs, the data for the estimation of volume demanded for a specific UC, and the information regarding constraints in the tie-line. The establishment of the final Merit Order list is troublesome, since generation and load forecaster require a large set of data for the establishment of generation and load forecasts due to diversification of supply resources and variety of DR technologies. Indeed, the tie-line constraints at different network voltage levels are considered by the CSOs, and this also increases the complexity of the decision for the final Merit Order list.
Placement of Data
The data and information required for the MOC and the MOD making, as well as the data outgoing from the aforementioned functions are placed in the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform [39] which is the most ambitious electricity data platform developed within the European electricity transparency framework [18] . It is available in English to the public free of charge through the internet. Here, the ENTSO-E publishes all relevant data and information submitted by the data providers in accordance with the list of minimum data and information requirements set in [16] . Presently, the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform lags behind the data quality (completeness and consistency) and platform usability (navigation of website, data documentation and availability of download option) criteria [18] . Thus far, it suffers from missing data, reporting data and public documentation, narrow scope, reporting inaccuracy, inaccuracy in data definitions, outage data, overwriting forecasts, delays in data availability, automatic download, data documentation, user support, website navigation, displaying data availability issues [19] . Therefore, responding to them, improvements should be made in five key directions shown in Figure 11 . The establishment of the final Merit Order list is troublesome, since generation and load forecaster require a large set of data for the establishment of generation and load forecasts due to diversification of supply resources and variety of DR technologies. Indeed, the tie-line constraints at different network voltage levels are considered by the CSOs, and this also increases the complexity of the decision for the final Merit Order list.
The data and information required for the MOC and the MOD making, as well as the data outgoing from the aforementioned functions are placed in the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform [39] which is the most ambitious electricity data platform developed within the European electricity transparency framework [18] . It is available in English to the public free of charge through the internet. Here, the ENTSO-E publishes all relevant data and information submitted by the data providers in accordance with the list of minimum data and information requirements set in [16] . Presently, the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform lags behind the data quality (completeness and consistency) and platform usability (navigation of website, data documentation and availability of download option) criteria [18] . Thus far, it suffers from missing data, reporting data and public documentation, narrow scope, reporting inaccuracy, inaccuracy in data definitions, outage data, overwriting forecasts, delays in data availability, automatic download, data documentation, user support, website navigation, displaying data availability issues [19] . Therefore, responding to them, improvements should be made in five key directions shown in Figure 11 . After these improvements are in place, it is a relevant measure of market transparency for the WoC concept.
Data and Information Publication
In order to achieve transparency in the market for frequency and voltage control, the ENTSO-E publishes the following information:
• Rules on the functioning of the market for frequency and voltage control, including description of exchange and peculiarities of auctioning, provision of UCs products and imbalance settlement ( Figure 12) ; • Aggregated data related to the trade in inertia capacity and balancing capacity (Table 1) ;
In case market actors cross-cell trade in the BSC service, in addition to the data provided in Table 1 , price (minimum and maximum) of bid volume of balancing capacity by the CSOs is published.
• Aggregated data related to the trade in inertia and balancing energy (Table 2) ; In case market actors cross-cell trade in the BSC service, in addition, price (minimum and maximum) of bided volume of balancing energy by the CSOs is published.
• Aggregated data related to the trade in reactive power (Table 3 ). After these improvements are in place, it is a relevant measure of market transparency for the WoC concept.
• Rules on the functioning of the market for frequency and voltage control, including description of exchange and peculiarities of auctioning, provision of UCs products and imbalance settlement ( Figure 12 ); • Aggregated data related to the trade in inertia capacity and balancing capacity (Table 1) ; After these improvements are in place, it is a relevant measure of market transparency for the WoC concept.
• Aggregated data related to the trade in reactive power (Table 3 ). In case market actors cross-cell trade in the BSC service, in addition to the data provided in Table 1 , price (minimum and maximum) of bid volume of balancing capacity by the CSOs is published.
• Aggregated data related to the trade in inertia and balancing energy (Table 2) ;
In case market actors cross-cell trade in the BSC service, in addition, price (minimum and maximum) of bided volume of balancing energy by the CSOs is published.
• Aggregated data related to the trade in reactive power (Table 3) . The data on the imbalance include imbalance prices subject to downward and upward regulation, and total imbalance volume in each cell per market time unit.
Since competitive market structure is selected, therefore, ability of the actors to manipulate in the market is little, thus, in agreement with [10] , it is less important to publish individual data.
Tailoring the Regulatory Frameworks of Market Transparency Supporting the WoC Concept
The analysis of the European regulatory framework for wholesale electricity market transparency showed that relevant aspects of market transparency are addressed in legislation in detail by focusing on sensitive scope of market transparency. Therefore, the WoC concept respects the aforementioned regulatory rules as they are relevant for the related wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control functioning. In particular, it respects regulatory rules by setting the minimum market transparency requirements for actors, the boundaries of the IEM use, the dimensions of the wholesale electricity market transparency model, as well as the requirement for data and information submission and publication.
The WoC concept, respecting the state-of-the-art regulatory rules for market transparency, goes beyond them. Recognizing that market transparency is an important measure of a common market building, it proposes to integrate the supplemented list of the regulatory rules:
• Regulatory rules on disclosure of information regarding capacities, use and other attributes of intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies and VPP, connected to low, medium and high-voltage levels that are relevant to make decisions in the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control.
•
Regulatory rules for the provision of generation and load forecast information for the implementation of the MOD function by obliging large-scale BRPs and aggregators to take this responsibility in the cell.
Regulatory rules for the process of intra-cell and inter-cell procurement of flexibilities via the auction-based exchange by employing a marginal pricing method for price setting and BSPs remuneration, based on short-term flexible, non-discriminating, transparent and competitive market principles.
Regulatory rules for information disclosure to improve transparency in the market for frequency and voltage control. At least, the qualitative requirements for data and information should be set, the minimum data set and its availability for the MOC and the MOD making should be determined, the roles for the market actors regarding data and information ownership, provision, collection, aggregation and use should be established, the data and information placement should be proposed, and the data and information publication problem should be addressed.
Regulatory rules for improving retail market transparency, since, due to technological improvements as well as their cost-efficiency and smart metering, the retail-level actors (directly or through the aggregation) take part in the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control.
Regulatory rules regarding disclosure of privacy-sensitive household attributes, as the residential sector through the aggregation will be a relevant actor of the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control. In detail, they should respect the privacy preserving disclosure of information and data, and propose privacy-protecting measures.
Regulatory rules strengthening the responsibility of actors for a transparent market development, by imposing actors with financial penalties for non-compliance with transparency requirements.
Moreover, the WoC concept proposes an approach such that dispersed regulatory rules on market transparency issues are consolidated into a single legal act. This allows avoiding duplication and repetition of regulatory rules, and improves performance of actors in relation to market transparency. Moreover, this consolidation creates a precondition to develop a well-structured and consistent layout of framework for market transparency covering different areas of regulation within a single document.
Consolidation of regulatory rules on market transparency should be made in two directions, i.e., both general energy market transparency rules and electricity market-specific rules should be established.
Conclusions
This paper investigates the issue of transparency in the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control within the WoC concept developed in the ELECTRA project to respond the challenges of future power systems (2030+), that will be supplied by high volumes of intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies. In detail, it analyzes the framework of market transparency for the WoC from the perspective of regulatory rules that impose minimum requirements for data and information for actors taking part in the wholesale electricity market and market for frequency and voltage control.
The detailed review of the European legislation on the framework for wholesale electricity market transparency shows that market transparency is a relevant issue in Europe, as it is comprehensively addressed through the directive [24] and several dispersed European regulations [16, [30] [31] [32] . It is found that the wholesale electricity market transparency framework consists of a number of market transparency requirements set for actors participating in such a market, the IEM that improves the access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, the multidimensional wholesale electricity market transparency model that prevents market abuse and fosters open and fair competition, and the framework of data and information submission and publication. The market transparency framework is well-developed-its actual, detailed, elements of market transparency are well-structured and described-as it includes relevant areas of market transparency that respond to challenges from present to short and medium terms. Therefore, the European-level provisions on market transparency should be respected by actors at least for the identified time period.
The detailed analysis of the WoC architecture for frequency and voltage control and the related market allows identifying the key functionalities (UCs) of this decentralized control paradigm, fixing the functions of the UCs based on which the market works, and recognizing the structure of the wholesale electricity market and the market for frequency and voltage control with the related design and peculiarities. In detail, the MOC and the MOD functions through which the market works are found to be constituent parts of the new architecture. Moreover, it is found that in order to ensure an efficient operation of the MOC and the MOD functions, the Scandinavian practice-based wholesale electricity market should be considered, and it should be supplemented by the market for frequency and voltage control. This latter should operate on competitive market principles, including the principle of transparency.
The results of the development of the framework for wholesale electricity market transparency supporting the WoC concept reveal that high-level European regulatory rules on market transparency could be integrated into the framework as they are universal and address the key issues and relevant scopes of market transparency. Specifically, the framework for wholesale electricity market transparency should take into account the responsibilities of actors in relation to market transparency, the IEM to enhance access to the network, transparency requirements to prevent market abuse and foster competition, and the requirements for data and information submission and publication. The framework goes beyond the established European regulatory rules. In the concrete, it obliges old and new actors to behave in a transparent way in the market and disclose data and information more frequently. Moreover, it updates the content of the regulatory rules in relation to information disclosure by integrating transparency requirements for VPPs, EVs, storage and DR technologies.
The results of development of the framework for transparency in the market for frequency and voltage control shows the key structural elements of that framework, including the actors and their roles, the minimum data set and its availability for the MOC and the MOD making, the data placement and the data and information publication. It is found that within this framework, the CSO, the BSPs, the BRPs, the aggregators and the ENTSO-E should meet transparency requirements when owning, providing, collecting, aggregating, publishing and using data and information. The prices of UCs products should be the most relevant data requested for the rational economic decision making and the implementation of the MOC function. However, subject to the missing data problem, the factors of UC product price formation should be taken into account. A set up of data requirements for the implementation of the MOD function should be wide, as the MOD function is established considering the generation and load forecasts, the actual volumes of consumption and generation provided by a variety of actors from the diversified supply resources and DR technologies, as well as the tie-line constraints. The transparency platform should be an important measure of market transparency. Here a predetermined set of data and information should be published publicly and on time.
The analysis on tailoring the frameworks of market transparency to the regulatory rules shows that the WoC concept should respect the state-of-the-art EU regulatory rules on market transparency, and the frameworks should be supplied with supplemented rules that should disclose the peculiarities of the WoC concept. Therefore, new regulatory rules should be established on: (1) disclosure of information in respect to attributes of intermittent RES, DER, EVs and storage technologies and VPPs; (2) provision of generation and load forecast information; (3) process of procurement of flexibilities; (4) retail market transparency; (5) disclosure of privacy-sensitive household attributes; and (6) disclosure of information on market for frequency and voltage control. Moreover, when tailoring the frameworks of market transparency to the regulatory rules, the approach of consolidation of regulatory rules is also a key point.
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